
Introduction to Linear Algebra
MATH 237-050 | Summer 2017 | 3 Credit Hours

Lecture
Dr. Yangyang Xu

Contact Information

UA Campus Directory:
Dr. Yangyang Xu (https://www.ua.edu/directory/?i=yxu76#listing)

O�ce location: Gordon Palmer Hall 313B

O�ce hours: 2:00pm - 3:00pm on MTWR or by appointment.

Email: yangyang.xu@ua.edu

O�ce phone: 205-348-1975

Prerequisites

UA Course Catalog Prerequisites:
No prereqs found

Prerequisite(s): Math 126 or Math 146

Course Description

Course Description and Credit Hours
Fundamentals of linear algebra and matrix theory are covered. Topics include vectors in
Euclidean spaces, solving systems of linear equations, matrix algebra, inverses,
determinants, eigenvalues, and eigenvectors. Also vector spaces and the basic notions of
span, subspace, linear independence, basis, dimension, linear transformation, kernel and
range are considered. Use of linear algebra software is introduced. Theory plays a signi�cant
role in this course - both in lectures and tests.

Required Texts

https://www.ua.edu/directory/?i=yxu76#listing


Required Texts from UA Supply Store:
CHERNEY / LINEAR ALGEBRA (Recommended)
CHERNEY / https://www.math.ucdavis.edu/~linear (Choose One)

Elementary Linear Algebra by Ron Larson and David Falvo (Recommended)

Course Objectives

Student Learning Outcomes

After completing this course, students are expected to know

1. how to solve a system of linear equations by Gaussian Elimination

2. how to calculate the inverse of a matrix

3. how to calculate the determinant of a matrix

4. basic concepts of a vector space, such as basis, dimension, change of coordinates

5. inner product vector space

6. how to perform linear transformation

7. how to calculate eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a matrix

Other Course Materials

Class notes will be posted on Blackboard.

Outline of Topics

1). solving systems of linear equations

2). matrices

3). calculating determinants

4). vector subspace

5). inner product space

6). linear transformation



7). eigenvalues and eigenvectors

Exams and Assignments

There will be three assignments, which will be assigned on June-02, June-09, and June-16. On
every Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, there will be one quiz. Every quiz will have two
questions that are discussed in the preceding class. In addition, there will be a comprehensive �nal
exam on June-28 from 2:00pm to 4:30pm.

Grading Policy

The course grading is under the "A,B,C,D, or F" policy., +/- grades will be given. The total points
are 100. If your �nal grade is below 60, you will get "F". The weights of the homework, quizzes,
and exams for the �nal grade are:

1). attendance: 10%

2). homework: 20%

3). quiz: 10 x 3% = 30%

4). �nal exam: 40%

Policy on Missed Exams and Coursework

Late homework will get penalty up to 10% per day late. If you miss an in-class quiz, you will get
zero grade for that quiz. If a quiz is missed due to a serious veri�able circumstance, the zero quiz
grade will be replaced by your �nal exam grade (see Grading Policy). For example, if you are
seriously sick and cannot take the test, you have to provide a proof such as the doctor's signed
note. Students who miss work due to o�cial University business must give noti�cation at least
one week beforehand. The �nal exam cannot be missed. There will be no make-up �nal exam.

Attendance Policy

Attendance for this course is mandatory. You are expected to attend all of your scheduled classes.
The instructor will check the attendance on every day.

Noti�cation of Changes

The instructor will make every e�ort to follow the guidelines of this syllabus as listed; however,
the instructor reserves the right to amend this document as the need arises. In such instances, the
instructor will notify students in class and/or via email and will endeavor to provide reasonable
time for students to adjust to any changes.



Statement on Academic Misconduct

Students are expected to be familiar with and adhere to the o�cial Code of Academic Conduct
(http://catalog.ua.edu/undergraduate/about/academic-regulations/student-expectations/code-academic-conduct/)

 provided in the Online Catalog.

Statement On Disability Accommodations

Contact the O�ce of Disability Services (ODS) (http://catalog.ua.edu/undergraduate/about/support-

programs/disability-services/)  as detailed in the Online Catalog.

Severe Weather Protocol

Please see the latest Severe Weather Guidelines (http://catalog.ua.edu/undergraduate/about/support-

programs/severe-weather-guidelines/)  in the Online Catalog.

UAct Statement

The UAct website (https://www.ua.edu/campuslife/uact/)  provides an overview of The University's
expectations regarding respect and civility.

http://catalog.ua.edu/undergraduate/about/academic-regulations/student-expectations/code-academic-conduct/
http://catalog.ua.edu/undergraduate/about/support-programs/disability-services/
http://catalog.ua.edu/undergraduate/about/support-programs/severe-weather-guidelines/
https://www.ua.edu/campuslife/uact/

